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THE LOOPHOLE: WOMEN AS SIDE PASTORS 
 

April 17, 2021 

11:23 p.m. 

 

Seersgate is leading: 

 

Deborah tended to civil and military issues. Deborah was able to lead over the whole nation, but 

when Paul was living, women could not lead over a church gathering, which is a much smaller 

sphere of influence. The Church is not the house order at home and should be viewed as another 

governmental sphere. From which government? Yahweh’s. And to say that she was only allowed 

to be a judge because people did “what was right in their own eyes” is to make it seem that Yahweh 

gives the lowest office leaders when there are no “good men” available. It should be seen that 

Yahweh gives strong leaders when there is a void to fill, to bring order. Kingdom order. 

 

Yahweh is leading: 

 

What are civil and military issues? What did a judge do? They brought order within the tribes of 

men and women. Tell Me, when did the Church order begin? With Paul and the early Church. But 

how were women treated? As a person of no authority to give order. So, if a woman can lead in 

civil and military issues, what breaks her from leading in Church order nowadays with a new order 

coming to bring in a way of the Antichrist? See it. If a female could not be given a leadership 

ruling, there would be no allowance to have any female be a judge in civil leadings. There is a 

strict rule in how women were treated to Jewish ways. Could the Apostle Paul give his feelings as 

a structure but only as a rule based on his training as a Pharisee? Put your school paper here. 

 

(Place for School Paper) 
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Yahweh is leading: 

 

If women could not lead over men, there would have been a universal binding against all leadership 

ways pertaining to men. Something is amiss. Women lead as pastors over only women to still deal 

with being preachers. This is a loophole set in place with legalistic details. There is a female in 

your group that you pastor, counsel, train, and teach, but it is not the same as if you are preaching 

to men? Think of it. There is a major spirit of Religion in the Church way. That same spirit is 

what I confronted in My early ministry and to the ending. That same spirit has a grip on a great 

deal, and they have segregation—women married to male leaders but still wearing a pastoral robe 

but only with women. It’s a loophole. Still leading over women as if a pastor. She should not lead 

pastorally at all if she were trying to hold fast to what Paul really meant. He didn’t have any room 

for women to lead. They were to guide in lower outlets without any leadership platform. So, that 

brings up a major point. Is it the platform of leading over men the highest calling based on the 

other entering from Yahweh’s creating of Adam? Governing is not just a church-based platform. 

To govern is to rule. They didn’t want women governing in any role, referring to Paul’s way and 

the time given. So, would a woman of today have a side pastoral role just to pastor the women 

without stating herself as a pastor? How could that line up with Paul’s plan? Women were to have 

themselves under a male pastor, not a female who gives pastoring, counseling, and training on the 

side with her pastor-husband’s approval. The religion of the times has found a loophole to still do 

what the others who are mocked are doing, yet they have a side platform and take women away. 

Who is watching the female counterfeit pastor who has her pastor-husband’s blessing to rule over 

women? Shouldn’t the male pastor—if he really followed Paul—be in every single gathering his 

wife held and made sure he was hearing everything she spoke? If he was actually the pastor leading 

over women and no woman could have a pastoral way, he would not let her have pastoral actions 

with any—regardless of the gender. The battle over the next three years will be against the 

Religious spirit. Knowing all the Books in the written Scripture will not expel the Religious spirit. 

Doesn’t that plan remind you of the times of the disciples? The religious people were well-learned 

and knew the law of Moses better than others. But could their knowing of the Word give them a 

way to see, even the way ahead? 

  


